3N2, LLC
111 ATLANTIC ANNEX POINT #1
MAITLAND, FL, 32751
P: 407.862.3622 / 877.362.1440
F: 407.695.2589

OFFICIATING

REACTION LO

BLACK (WIDTH D) 7335-0101

FOOTWEAR

With its wear-resistant, easily polished 100% genuine leather construction, the REACTION LO is a great call for the officiating
professional with an eye on comfort and durability. Its lightweight, compression-molded EVA midsole has been specifically designed to reduce
the knee and joint stress associated with prolonged standing.
MSRP: $59.99

FOOTWEAR

1

MEN’S SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15
WEIGHT: 12.8 ounces
WIDTH: D, EE

BLACK (WIDTH EE) 7335-0101E

APPAREL

3

SOCKS

8

REACTION REFEREE
BLACK (PATENT LEATHER) 7375-0101

With its wear-resistant, easily polished 100% genuine leather or patent leather upper construction, the REACTION REFEREE is a great call for
MSRP: $64.99

the referee with an eye on comfort and durability. Its lightweight, compression-molded EVA midsole has been specifically designed to reduce

MEN’S SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15

the knee and joint stress associated with prolonged standing. Low-profile, flat bottom, non-marking outsole is purpose built for indoor sports

WEIGHT: 12.2 ounces

such as basketball and volleyball. Comes in Genuine leather or Patent leather.

WIDTH: D

BAGS

9
BLACK (GENUINE LEATHER) 7365-0101
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KZONE COOL
LONG SLEEVE TIGHT

BLACK
3080-01

BLACK
3310-01

OFFICIATING

OFFICIATING

REACTION PRO
PLATE LO

KZONE RBI FLEECE JACKET

BLACK (WIDTH D) 7345-0101

APPAREL

FOOTWEAR

With its wear-resistant, highly polishable, 100% genuine leather construction, the REACTION PRO PLATE LO is a great call for the officiating
professional with an eye on comfort and protection — the legendary comfort of a 3N2 turf shoe and the protection of a rugged, impactabsorbing, thermo-molded toe. At only 15.7 ounces per shoe, it may be the lightest plated umpire shoe in the game. Its trademark midsole
MSRP: $89.99

has been specifically designed to reduce the knee and joint stress associated with game-after-game action. Features the black on black color

MEN’S SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15

scheme umpires prefer and is designed to minimize dirt build-up for easy cleaning.

WEIGHT: 15.7 ounces
WIDTH: D, EE

Perfect for when the diamond heats up and the weather cools down. The KZONE RBI
FLEECE JACKET features our revolutionary SOFTSHIELD microfiber outer shell – highly
water resistant and soft to the touch. The inner liner is constructed from a plusher version
of our KZONE WARM fleece to keep you warm and dry. This mid-weight jacket includes a
full-zip front with hand warmer pockets, rib-knit cuffs and a ¾ free-standing collar.

KZONE™ Keeps You Cool. Form-fitting, long sleeve KZONE™ performance wear will
keep you cool in the clutch, quickly wicking moisture away from your skin to keep you
dry and comfortable during workouts. Features 100% Polyzone™ microfiber construction
and can be comfortably worn under game uniforms.
MSRP: $34.99 | MEN’S SIZING: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
COLORS: Black

MSRP: $89.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
COLORS: Black
BLACK (WIDTH EE) 7345-0101E

REACTION PRO
PLATE MID

KZONE RBI PRO FLEECE

KZONE WARM
LONG SLEEVE TIGHT

BLACK/WHITE
3050-0106

BLACK
3350-01

BLACK (WIDTH D) 7355-0101

BLACK
3050-01
NAVY
3350-03

NAVY/WHITE
3050-0306

With its wear-resistant, highly polishable, 100% genuine leather construction, the REACTION PRO PLATE MID is a great call for the officiating
professional with an eye on comfort and protection — the legendary comfort of a 3N2 turf shoe and the protection of a rugged, impactMSRP: $94.99

absorbing, thermo-molded toe. At only 18.7 ounces per shoe, it may be the lightest plated umpire shoe in the game. Its trademark midsole

MEN’S SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15

has been specifically designed to reduce the knee and joint stress associated with game-after-game action. Features the black on black color

WEIGHT: 18.7 ounces

scheme umpires prefer and is designed to minimize dirt build-up for easy cleaning.

WIDTH: D, EE

NAVY
3050-03

KZONE™ Keeps You Warm. You’ll never freeze up in form-fitting KZONE™performance
wear. KZONE™ regulates muscle temperature while enabling rapid evaporation of skin
moisture, keeping you dry and warm when temperatures drop. Features an exterior poly
microfiber shell and thin, lightweight interior poly fleece.

Stay on top of your game during warm-ups, in between at-bats or when the
thermometer drops in the 3N2 KZONE™ RBI PRO FLEECE. Features ribbed
microfiber construction with KZONE™ breathability zones in the shoulder and arm
vents to enable rapid evaporation of skin moisture, keeping you dry and warm when
the action heats up and the weather cools down.

MSRP: $39.99 | MEN’S SIZING: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
COLORS: Black, Navy

MSRP: $54.99 | MEN’S SIZING: YM, YL, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
COLORS: Black/White, Black, Navy/White, Navy

BLACK (WIDTH EE) 7355-0101E
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WATER RESISTANT
OFFICIALS SHIRT

BLACK
3070-01

BLACK/WHITE
7220-01

REVERSIBLE JACKET

POLO COLLAR OFFICIALS SHIRT

BLACK/WHITE
7210-01

BLACK/WHITE
7005

POLO COLLAR OFFICIALS SHIRT. 100% Polyzone™ construction with moisture
management, antimicrobial finish to keep you dry and comfortable quarter after quarter.
Byron collar provides a sharp, clean look, while its extended back tail ensures the shirt
maintains a professional tucked-in look. Features a ¼ zip neck and front chest pocket. A
perfect shirt for football, lacrosse, or wrestling officials.

OFFICIATING

OFFICIATING

KZONE RBI PRO FLEECE
ZIP PULLOVER

NAVY
3070-03

APPAREL

APPAREL
Perfect for when the diamond heats up and the weather cools down. The KZONE™ RBI
PRO FLEECE ZIP PULLOVER features a SOFTSHIELD water-resistant, microfiber outer
shell with a quarter zip and a plush interior fleece lining. Breathability zones in the shoulder
and arm vents enable rapid evaporation of skin moisture.

WATER RESISTANT OFFICIALS SHIRT. Traditional 100% polyester black and white
striped outer shell with a water and wind resistant Nylon inner shell to keep you dry
and warm during inclement weather. Ideal for football or lacrosse officials. Features
half-zip neck with byron collar and left chest pocket.

REVERSIBLE JACKET. This dual-purpose, wind and water resistant, black Nylon jacket easily
reverses into traditional black and white stripes. Ideal for football or lacrosse officials. Sturdy
construction will keep you warm during cold weather conditions, and its soft rib knit cuff and
collar will keep you comfortable year round. Features full-zip front with side pockets.

MSRP: $64.99 | MEN’S SIZING: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
COLORS: Black, Navy

*3N2 offers customization for wider or more narrow stripes in addition to custom
association or organization logos. Please inquire for pricing and lead times on full
custom shirts

MSRP: $79.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”), M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-52”), XXXL (54”-56”), XXXXL (58”-60”)
COLORS: Black/White

MSRP: $64.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”), M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-52”), XXXL (54”-56”), XXXXL (58”-60”)

KZONE RBI PRO FLEECE PANTS

FULL-ZIP OFFICIALS JACKET

BLACK/WHITE
3060-0106

BLACK
7230-01

*3N2 offers customization for wider or more narrow stripes in addition to custom association or organization logos. Please inquire for pricing and lead times on full custom
shirts
MSRP: $29.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”), M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-52”), XXXL (54”-56”), XXXXL (58”-60”)

POLO COLLAR OFFICIALS
LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

UMPIRE COMBO PANTS
WITH EXPANDER WAIST

BLACK/WHITE
7006

CHARCOAL GREY
7500-05

POLO COLLAR OFFICIALS LONG SLEEVE SHIRT. 100% Polyzone™ construction
with moisture management, antimicrobial finish to keep you dry and comfortable
game after game. Byron collar provides a sharp, clean look, while its extended back
tail ensures the shirt maintains a professional tucked-in look. Features a ¼ zip neck
and front chest pocket. A perfect shirt for football, lacrosse, or wrestling officials.

3N2 helps umpires make at least one call a little easier when it comes to attire. Loose
enough for any leg guard, but not too loose as to inhibit motion, our charcoal grey
UMPIRE COMBO PANTS WITH EXPANDER WAIST are suitable for the intrinsic
demands of officiating, both behind the plate and at the bases. Made of 100% Polyester,
with 2-inch belt loops, front-zip fly, pleated legs, and featuring a comfortable seat area,
our officiating pants will keep you focused play after play.

NAVY/WHITE
3060-0306

4

Perfect for when the diamond heats up and the weather cools down. KZONE™ RBI PRO
FLEECE PANTS feature a SOFTSHIELD water-resistant, microfiber outer shell with a plush
interior fleece lining. Breathability zones in the thigh area enable rapid evaporation of skin
moisture. A back zip pocket, two front pockets and ankle zip vents add essential functionality.

The FULL-ZIP OFFICIALS JACKET is a lightweight jacket with Nylon outer shell
and taffeta inner liner. Soft rib knit collar and arm cuffs provide year round comfort.
Features side pockets as well as an inside wallet pocket. Perfect for basketball and
wrestling officials.

MSRP: $54.99 | MEN’S SIZING: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
COLORS: Black/White, Navy/White

MSRP: $44.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”), M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-52”), XXXL (54”-56”)
COLORS: Black
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*3N2 offers customization for wider or more narrow stripes in addition to custom
association or organization logos. Please inquire for pricing and lead times on full
custom shirts
MSRP: $34.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”), M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-52”), XXXL (54”-56”), XXXXL (58”-60”)
COLORS: Black/White

MSRP: $69.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (28”-30”), M (30”-33”), L (33”-36”),
XL (36”-40”), XXL (40”-44”), XXXL (44”-46”)
COLORS: Charcoal Grey
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RBI OFFICIALS PANT

UMPIRE POLO SHIRT

BLACK/WHITE
7510-0106

RED
3110-35

FLAT FRONT BELTLESS
OFFICIALS PANT
OFFICIATING

OFFICIATING

BLACK
7520-01

The classic, stylish UMPIRE POLO SHIRT is always the right call. Features 100%
polyester textured mesh, 3-button placket, and rib knit collar and sleeve ends.
Extended tail with side vents provides added comfort while a left chest pocket
for line up card adds essential functionality.
MSRP: $27.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXL
COLORS: Columbia/Black, Black, Red, Navy, Columbia, Cream

APPAREL

APPAREL
BLACK
3110-01

RED
3110-35

NAVY
3110-03

COLUMBIA
3110-1313

CREAM
3110-20

COLUMBIA/BLACK
3110-1301

BLACK
3110-01

RED
3110-35

When temperatures drop and clouds roll in, RBI OFFICIALS PANTS will keep your
focus on the field and head in the game. Featuring an outer shell of water-resistant microfiber
SOFTSHIELD technology, ensuring dryness in the wettest conditions, while maintaining
warmth with a plush interior fleece lining. A white-on-black vertical stripe adds a classic
professional appearance, while breathability zones in the thigh and ankle zip vents support
rapid sweat evaporation for when the game heats up.
MSRP: $64.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (28”-30”), M (30”-33”), L (33”-36”), XL (36”-40”),
XXL (40”-44”), XXXL (44”-46”) | COLORS: Black/White

UMPIRE V-NECK PULLOVER
BLACK
7100-01

NAVY
3110-03

COLUMBIA
3110-1313

CREAM
3110-20

For comfort and durability, the FLAT FRONT BELTLESS OFFICIALS PANT is an easy call.
Tough yet flexible, and with no need for an encumbering belt, this is the perfect pant to
officiate basketball, wrestling or any indoor sport where mobility impacts performance.
Feature streamlined all-black design in 100% polyester with 36-inch unhemmed bottoms,
front and back pockets, and two snap buttons in front. No belt needed.
MSRP: $64.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (28”-30”), M (30”-33”), L (33”-36”), XL (36”-40”),
XXL (40”-44”), XXXL (44”-46”) | COLORS: Black

V-NECK REFEREE SHIRT

V-NECK REFEREE SHIRT GREY

V-NECK REFEREE SHIRT BLACK/WHITE. 100% Polyzone™ construction with moisture
management, antimicrobial finish to keep you dry and comfortable. Extended back tail
ensures the shirt maintains a professional tucked-in appearance. Features a v-neck
collar with lanyard loop.

V-NECK REFEREE SHIRT GREY. 100% Polyzone™ construction with moisture management,
antimicrobial finish to keep you dry and comfortable. Extended back tail ensures the shirt
maintains a professional tucked-in appearance. Features a v-neck collar with lanyard loop.

BLACK/WHITE
7000

BLACK/GREY
7001

The durable, lightweight UMPIRE V-NECK PULLOVER features water resistant
100% polyester taslon construction with a comfortable fabric cotton lining. Additional
features include a rib knit collar, arm cuff and waistband finishes and side seam
pockets. Order up one full size if used with a chest protector.
MSRP: $49.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”), M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-52”), XXXL (54”-56”), XXXXL (58”-60”)
COLORS: Black, Navy

NAVY
7100-03
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*3N2 offers customization for wider or more narrow stripes in addition to custom association or organization logos. Please inquire for pricing and lead times on full custom
shirts
MSRP: $29.99 | MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”), M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-52”), XXXL (54”-56”)
COLORS: Black/White
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*3N2 offers customization for wider or more narrow stripes in addition to custom association or organization logos. Please inquire for pricing and lead times on full custom shirts
MSRP: $29.99| MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”), M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-52”), XXXL (54”-56”)
COLORS: Black/Grey
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UMPIRE HALF-ZIP JACKET

BIG BAG

Focus on the count – not on staying warm – with our UMPIRE HALF-ZIP JACKET. This

Big, simple and functional. The 3N2 BIG BAG is ideal for those who need a

zippered pullover features a micro-fiber shell and offers stand-up collar, Nylon lining, side

traditional, straightforward equipment bag. Its huge interior compartment is

seam pockets, elastic waistband and contrasting rib knit over the shoulders. Oversized,

the perfect place to stuff your stuff. Features two zippered side compartments,

comfortable fit for easy layering.

a padded shoulder strap, roller wheels for easy transport and bottom rails to

BLACK
3960-01

NAVY/COLUMBIA
7200-0313

OFFICIATING

OFFICIATING

protect against wear and tear. This 35 x 17 x 15-inch bag is manufactured from
MSRP: $54.99

rugged 600-denier polyester and features open surfaces for team logo screen

MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”), M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”), XL (46”-48”),

printing or embroidery*.

XXL (50”-52”), XXXL (54”-56”), XXXXL (58”-60”)
COLORS: Navy/Columbia, Black/White, Navy/Red

MSRP: $59.99 | DIMENSIONS: 35” L x 17” W x 15” H
COLORS: Black, Navy

ACCESSORIES

APPAREL

*Screen printing and embroidery not included.

BLACK/WHITE
7200-01

NAVY
3960-03

NAVY/RED
7200-03

ANKLE SOCKS

FULL-LENGTH SOCKS

BLACK
4210-01

BLACK
4200-01

UMPIRE BALL BAG
NAVY
7900-03

The 3N2 UMPIRE BALL BAG features heavy-duty, polyester Cordura construction
with PVC back coating and double stitching in high-wear areas for season-after-season
durability. Two inside pockets and two belt loops made to coordinate with standard
umpire belts, provide added functionality. Dimensions are 12” at belt level, 13” at
base of bag and 12” in height (from top of loops to base of bag). Holds 2 softballs or 5
baseballs comfortably.
MSRP: $8.49 | COLORS: Navy, Grey, Black

NAVY
4200-03

WHITE
4210-06

3N2 ANKLE SOCKS are made of ultra-comfortable poly-cotton with elastane and feature a

3N2 FULL-LENGTH SOCKS are made of ultra-comfortable poly-cotton with

highly efficient moisture management finish that will keep you dry and comfortable when the

elastane and feature a highly efficient moisture management finish that will keep

pressure is on. Advanced stitching reinforces arch and ankle support and reduces foot fatigue.

you dry and comfortable when the pressure is on. Advanced stitching reinforces
arch and ankle support and reduces foot fatigue.

MSRP: $7.99
MEN’S SIZING: S (1-5), M (6-9), L (9.5-12), XL (12.5-15)

MSRP: $9.99

COLORS: Black, White

MEN’S SIZING: S (1-5), M (6-9), L (9.5-12), XL (12.5-15)

GREY
7900-05

BLACK
7900-01

COLORS: Navy, Black
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